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Hey guys! With the recently added Nikana Prime I thought I would go ahead and after that build I use! Nikana Prime Builds Guide WarframeSchool September 10, 2018 Leave a comment From late 2017 Nikana Prime sealed in Prime Vault, making it very difficult to get the various parts needed to build a large melee weapon. Nikana Prime, a melee weapon, is a sword that resembles a katana using Nikana's
positions. It is a fast and deadly melee weapon that can cut enemies apart. It mainly deals damage to enemies. WEAPON CHARACTERISTICS. Nikana Prime is the main variant of Nikan, Tenno's old sword based on katana. Reminder: At the end of the day build however you feel it is right! It's just my view of guns! :) Fashions are next, and the rudimentary combos are here just for general placement. Use
appropriate combos for different factions. Bloody Fever (Max) Fever Strike (Max) Shocking Touch (Max) Pressure Point (Max) Melted Impact (Max) Body Number (Max) Berserker (Max) Body Shatter (Max) Now if you absolutely need to use Life Strike you can take one of the elementals in order to put it in the assembly. Another Wich build similar is a replacement from Elementary for True Steel (GASP!).
This is usually not a good idea, but from my calculations they end up around the same dps factoring in the red crit damage. and again at the end of the day to build however you please! Have fun tenno! EDIT: Further calculations were made and I came up with these results. These numbers do not take into account any armor or other attributes of enemies. These numbers were calculated on paper, and I
could have been wrong. But I write what came up on my calculator :P I came up with that actually the true results have become in a bit more DPS on nikana prime. Assuming you have a 2.5x combo multiplier with the build you use above me. If you remove the molten impact and use the true steel on a 2.5x multiplier, in 10 melee attacks you would have done 32063.48 damage on paper. But if you used a
molten exposure to a 2.5x multiplier you would have done 29,381.6 damage on paper. Now ASSUMING you infact do hit 6 red crits ( 164% crit chance) you'll do more harm. But if you get UNLUCKY you will do less. And the damage just goes higher the more you build your multiplier. Orokin Weapons Prime CONCLAVE (PvP) 9.9 9,178.2 198.0 (90%) 198.0 Impact 792.0 Ancient Blade, was to fall orokina
Empire. Forged using methods lost over the centuries, the region remains sharper than that of any modern Nikan. Nikana Prime is the prime version of Nikan, acting as a direct update even above the Dragon of Nikan. It was released along with Sarin Prime and Spira Prime. These weapons primarily damage Slash. Benefits Disadvantages Low Puncture and Blow - less effective against armor and shields.
Comparisons: Nikana Prime's key and component drawings are derived from the following void relics. Drawing Blade Hilt V6 Common (V)neo N5 Rare (V)neo S8 Unusual (V)neo S13 Common (V)Axi A1 Rare (V)Axi N6 Common (V) Meso N4 Rare (V)Meso V2 Rare (V)Neo N4 Rare (V) Neo S10 Unusual (V)Axi S5 Unusual (V) Meso N8 Rare (V)Neo N6 Rare (V)Axi N2 Rare (v)Axi N4 Rare (v)Axi N6 Rare
(V) Lit , Meso, Neo, and Axi belong to the Void Relics (V) Denotes vaulted void relics (B) Denotes Baro Ki'Teer Exclusive Void Relic of Nikana Prime was originally released in July 2015 on the Chinese assembly Of Warframe, along with Excalibur Umbra Prime and Spira Prime. Ghosts Rail Update has made Icahna Prime and Spira Prime get non-founders. Nikana Prime inadvertently leaked into code after
Hotfix 18.4.7. When equipped with the Nikan skin conclave, the strip of fabric remains visible, but moves to the base of the handle. As the railroad approaches: The default fabric ornament at the end of the handle is considered Sugatra and removable in favor of the other. However, there is currently no possibility of not having Sugatra equipped. Nikana Prime uses fashion Nikana Riven, not fashion Dragon
Nikana Riven, and because Dragon Nikana has a much higher level of disposition, it can generate such fashions with higher statistics than the Prime option. Warframe Nikana Prime Codex previewWarframe Nikana Prime, Whipping from Big One thequickdrawWarframe test drive Nikana Prime 1 FormaNIKANA PRIME BUILD - So Many Opportunities WarframeWarframe Nikan Prime Thoughts and Settings
(U18.12.2) December 6, 2017, it was announced that Nikana Prime will enter the Prime Vault and his relics have left the drip tables on December 12, 2017, together with Saryn Prime. Any existing components or fully built weapons will remain as they are. Update 26.0 Mastery Rank increased from 0 to 12. The damage increased from 95 to 198. The range increased from 1 to 2.5. The status chance
increased from 20% to 28%. The critical chance increased from 20% to 28%. Critical damage increased from 2x to 2.4x. Slam Attack increased from 190 to 594. The slide attack increased from 204 to 396. Parry Corner is set at 55. Follow through increased from 0.6 to 0.7. Update 22.7 Nikana Prime is included in the Prime Vault, and its relics can no longer be obtained in the game. Update 21.6 In order to
place incoming relics and keep the total number of relics as low as possible, the value of the Ducat following items will be changed from 100 to 65 (Future posting relic of these pieces will also have them appear in the Unusual Silver Tier): Update 21.0 Added custom attack animation jump for Nikana. The orientation of the shell on Nikan in the attack has been corrected. The fixed Nikana shell becomes
unattached from your hand and flipped over while performing an air attack. Update 20.1 Fixed Nikana Weapon is not able to stealth-finish infected chargers. Hotfix: Silver Grove 3 Reducing the Damage series of Nikana in the Conclave. Update 18.13 Fixed Icahn's hearing swinging the sound from all over the map. Cards. 18.4.13 Fixed Nikana Prime does not appear in the Codex. Hotfix 18.4.12 Presented
with Saryn Prime and Spira Prime. Update: Update 26.0 See AlsoEdit Golpe voltaico-60% de ⚡electricided -60% de probabilidad de estadoBerserker-30% de velocidad de ataque (Mac: 75%) durante 24s al causar da'o cr'ticoDestructor de Erganos 90% de ano cruticocometics de sangre 60% que la probabilidad criticism se acumule con el multiplicador de comboigoCast virulento-60% de toxina 60% de
probabilidad de estadoSobrecarga de condici'120% de dano cuerpo cuerpo por cada tipo de estado aplicado al objetivo. Contacto a la deriva-10s duraci'n de combo-40% de probabilidad de estadoPunto de presi'n Prime-165% de da'o cuerpo a cuerpoJuicio decisivoFeroces ataques a dos manos. The Hybrid End-Game BuildThis is a great example of a hybrid build that can be used mid to end games by
General Faction Mobs. Early game I offer Crit Oriented Build.Feel free organ swap Shatter Mod for Healing Return Mod (If you need that extra HP) Or and Riven Mod (Crit dmg/Dmg/Ele dmg). Hey guys! With the recently added Nikana Prime I thought I would go ahead and after that build I use! Reminder: At the end of the day build however you feel it is right! It's just my view of guns! :) Fashions are next,
and the rudimentary combos are here just for general placement. Use appropriate combos for different factions. Bloody Fever (Max) Fever Strike (Max) Shocking Touch (Max) Pressure Point (Max) Melted Impact (Max) Body Number (Max) Berserker (Max) Body Shatter (Max) Now if you absolutely need to use Life Strike you can take one of the elementals in order to put it in the assembly. Another Wich
build similar is a replacement from Elementary for True Steel (GASP!). This is usually not a good idea, but from my calculations they end up around the same dps factoring in the red crit damage. and again at the end of the day to build however you please! Have fun tenno! EDIT: Further calculations were made and I came up with these results. These numbers do not take into account any armor or other
attributes of enemies. These numbers were calculated on paper, and I could have been wrong. But I write what came up on my calculator :P I came up with that actually the true results have become in a bit more DPS on nikana prime. Assuming you have a 2.5x combo multiplier with the build you use above me. If you remove the molten impact and use the true steel on a 2.5x multiplier, in 10 melee attacks
you would have done 32063.48 damage on paper. But if you used a molten exposure to a 2.5x multiplier you would have done 29,381.6 damage on paper. Now ASSUMING you infact do hit 6 red crits ( 164% crit chance) you'll do more harm. But if you get UNLUCKY you will do less. And the damage just goes the more you build your multiplier. Multiplier. Multiplier.
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